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In early 2010, in response to violent and rampant insurgent operations in the long-held Taliban stronghold of Marjah, located in central Helmand province, the International Security Assistance Force and the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan began implementing a population-centric counterinsurgency campaign. This strategy stands in contrast to the counternarcotics and counterterrorism focus in Marjah from 2001 to late 2009. Initial elements of this new campaign plan were implemented in February 2010 when Operation Moshtarak began in Marjah.

This paper details the counterinsurgency (COIN) operations in Marjah over the last year. The first section of the paper provides a background on operations in Marjah from prior to 2009 and an explanation of the structural organization of insurgent forces in Marjah. The second section of the paper describes Operation Moshtarak, the February 2010 assault on Marjah. This section details efforts by ISAF and Afghan forces to clear insurgents from their stronghold in Marjah as well as the actions by insurgent fighters to target ISAF forces and to maintain their influence over the population through intimidation. The paper concludes with a discussion of governance and policing efforts in Marjah. Counterinsurgent forces struggled to form a legitimate political authority and police force capable of convincing the local population that a new governing authority would bring security to Marjah. The case study of Marjah provides useful examples of successful and failed tactics and policies for future COIN operations in southern Afghanistan.

The Path to Marjah

On June 23, 2010, President Barack Obama affirmed that the U.S. strategy in Afghanistan was to do “whatever is necessary to succeed in Afghanistan, and in our broader effort to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al Qaeda.”\(^1\) The strategic goals remain to “break the Taliban’s momentum” and “build Afghan capacity,” while “relentlessly applying pressure on al Qaeda and its leadership, strengthening the ability of both Afghanistan and Pakistan to do the same.”\(^2\) As stated by President Obama at West Point in December 2009, there are three core elements to American strategy: “a military effort to create the
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\(^2\) Statement by President Obama, June 23, 2010.
conditions for a transition; a civilian surge that reinforces positive action; and an effective partnership with Pakistan.” The NATO campaign strategy for achieving these objectives is to apply population-centric counterinsurgency along with the Afghan government in prioritized populated areas. The three-stage process was designed to first gain momentum and control in important population centers before passing responsibility onto Afghan security forces and then sustaining security with a more limited role.

The operational design for southern Afghanistan envisioned a three-stage counterinsurgency process to protect key population centers and expand the authority of the Afghan government. Insurgents were to be physically and psychologically separated from local inhabitants. First, Operation Moshtarak Phase I repositioned forces to increase freedom of movement along major highways in the south, and reinforced several other units to concentrate on protecting populations within their areas of operations. Moshtarak II, the next phase, consisted of “governance-focused shape, clear, hold and build operations in central Helmand Province, with the aim of extending the authority of the Afghan Government to the previously ungoverned areas of Nad Ali District, including the town of Marjah.” As ISAF and Afghan forces continue to solidify security gains in Helmand, a third phase calls for operations in central Kandahar province along the Arghandab River and near Kandahar City.

Population-Centric Counterinsurgency in Marjah

The goals of the counterinsurgent actions in Marjah was to gain the loyalty of the local populace by providing security and legitimate government authority, and to separate insurgents from the people by removing their resources and intelligence and reducing insurgent capabilities and influence. Although contexts change, the fundamental tenets of population-centric COIN remain focused on security and governance. The basic need of security must be assured, “along with food, water, shelter, health care, and a means of living.” Before institutions can be developed to provide basic governance and maintain security in Marjah, International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and Afghan forces must disrupt insurgent momentum and support.

Inherent in COIN is the use of military force. Killing, capturing, or coercing insurgent fighters remain fundamental elements of a population-centric strategy; however, these tactical methods are not strategic ends. They are a series of acts that must be measured against other acts according to their contribution for
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ending the overall insurgency. Whether conducted independently or measured in isolation with other
tactics, focusing solely on capturing or killing insurgents dangerously elevates “one important capability
in counterinsurgency to the level of strategy.”12 Raids to kill or capture insurgent leaders or facilitators
are simply a means of eroding resources and intelligence. These means must be used in coordination with
other tactics in accordance with the central tenets of an effective counterinsurgency campaign. This
approach was not applied consistently since the 2001 invasion of Afghanistan. Forces only recently began
applying a population-centric counterinsurgency in central Helmand.

November 2001-Winter 2009: Marjah’s Fluctuating Insecurity

Marjah is not a newly contested area. ISAF and Afghan forces have sporadically fought insurgents for
control over Marjah in clashes of varying intensity for more than eight years. When engaged, ISAF actors
have prioritized counter-narcotic and counter-terror actions over the security and governance objectives
that are central in a counterinsurgency campaign. These priorities and changing degrees of commitment
have produced an oscillation of control and leadership in Marjah since 2001.13 The result has been
fluctuating insecurity since that time.

Local fighters battled members of the original Taliban regime in November 2001, while the American-
supported militia of Gul Agha Sherzai launched operations near Kandahar City.14 A force led by tribal
commander Abdur Rahman Jan defeated the Taliban in Marjah, and the Taliban fled after two days of
fighting.15 Jan became the police chief of Helmand province, while an ally of his became governor.16
They placed associates in positions of power across the province and in Marjah as they consolidated
authority in the region.17

ISAF forces and members of the new Afghan government remained focused on poppy eradication in
Marjah, and local leaders appeased these interests. Several of these eradication policies were carried out
by Afghan soldiers and other government agents who paid farmers for cooperating and coerced many
who did not.18 But these efforts were only intermittently pursued due to limited resources in Marjah and
central Helmand.19 Throughout Afghanistan, the U.S. prioritized counter-terror operations that went after
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high-level enemy targets, and security was a secondary concern. When security was a priority, it remained focused near Kabul and had limited reach into the southern provinces.\textsuperscript{20}

ISAF officially extended its area of responsibility to southern Afghanistan in July 2006, but by that time “Helmand’s security situation had deteriorated.”\textsuperscript{21} Anti-drug operations continued sporadically from 2002 to early 2008, as did limited government assistance programs and government services. But these initiatives were restricted by inadequate resources as the region was not prioritized. Gradually, dissatisfaction with local government grew, as did violence against government actors and local collaborators.\textsuperscript{22} Insecurity in Marjah increased in 2007 and 2008 as attacks became more brazen, including improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and suicide-bomb attacks against Afghan police, army forces, and civilians.\textsuperscript{23} The eventual result was an expulsion of government forces.

In September 2008, insurgent forces gained control of Marjah.\textsuperscript{24} Local police and militiamen allegedly abandoned their responsibilities as insurgents drove out the weak government forces.\textsuperscript{25} Marjah became “the nucleus for [militant] operations in the south”\textsuperscript{26} and provided a safe haven where insurgents “felt secure and where they could gather, equip and train their forces,” as they “moved and stored weapons and explosives, and where the links between insurgents and narcotics trade have been at their strongest.”\textsuperscript{27}

The area was now a center for local fighters and leaders, a hideout and staging area for high-ranking commanders, and an occasional sanctuary for foreign fighters.\textsuperscript{28} The hub of insurgent and criminal activity was the Loy Chareh bazaar.\textsuperscript{29}


\textsuperscript{28} Gopal and Sedra. “The presence of foreign fighters, in particular, bristled many. One elder recently told me: ‘There are good Taliban and bad Taliban. The bad ones are like an achar [a pickle dish made with a variety of
From September 2008 to early 2010, the Taliban consolidated control over Marjah through a basic administrative system. Locals reported instances of public punishment for people caught stealing. Additionally, there were “persistent reports of a Taliban amnesty for government officials and police who swap[ped] sides,” as well as “a promise that the Taliban [would] defend poppy fields from government eradication.” While there was little positive praise for the new leaders, the Taliban did provide basic functions that previous leadership had failed to deliver. Entitlements were delivered through an unsophisticated system of basic taxes, repair work, and a justice structure with police and a court.

ISAF and Afghan forces launched a series of raids in Marjah throughout 2009 to seize insurgent resources and disrupt Taliban operations, but they did not maintain a persistent presence. In March 2009, 700 British, Dutch, and Afghan troops led an assault of helicopters, tanks, and armored vehicles into Marjah. This assault aimed to “surprise the enemy and disrupt their movement and planning,” in order to create confusion among insurgents by “hitting their fighting forces across several of their key, central locations.” The expectation was that this would “allow the spread of legitimate Afghan government.” Troops fought throughout the city and conducted patrols “to reassure the local population of the continuing security, stability, and governance in the area”—but they did not have enough forces to remain in the area and when they left, the Taliban regained control.

With insurgents still in control of Marjah, ISAF again assaulted the area approximately two months later with a two-day operation in May 2009. The operation, which was described as a major offensive, produced claims that ISAF and Afghan National Army soldiers had cleared the majority of the district. American and Afghan anti-narcotics agents supported by U.S. Marines raided the Loy Chareh bazaar and the ensuing fighting involved airstrike, suicide bombers, IEDs, rocket-propelled grenades, small arms, and machine gun fire. Yet, similar to the previous assaults, the attacking troops did not have the resources to hold the area. As stated by an ISAF spokesman, the “intent was not to seize and permanently hold the Loy Chareh Bazaar, but to throw a wrench into militant activities.”
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By early 2010, ISAF and Afghan forces attempted to regain control of the area several times. Local residents had “heard promises from the central government before.”41 As additional forces arrived in Afghanistan as part of the new counterinsurgency strategy, ISAF and Afghan forces prioritized Marjah as the first destination for many of the incoming forces.

Insurgent Forces in Marjah: Organization and Command

By early 2010, Marjah contained approximately four hundred organized insurgents within its ninety square miles and among its 75,000 people.42 While the precise organization of insurgents in Marjah and the relationship between commanders is unclear, some insight may be gained from general examinations of Taliban military organization in Helmand and throughout the south. The decentralized nature of the Taliban provides for autonomous leaders and but infiltration and disruption by counterinsurgents. For example, the Taliban leadership in Marjah proved to be inspiring to followers and aggressive in tactics. Furthermore, command autonomy among Taliban leaders has increased as ISAF intelligence abilities has disrupted Taliban communication through modern technology.

Taliban fighting units are decentralized into personal networks around charismatic leaders, and “the pyramid of command has been flattened” in recent years.43 A local commander leads a small group of fighters that are personally loyal to him, usually around twenty people.44 These smaller units “typically arrive in the Taliban as a formed band, with its own weapons.”45 Several units are linked to a more senior commander through their leaders.46 Since fighters are personally linked to their small-unit leader as his andiwal (“comrades in arms”), the death of a leader has unclear repercussions.47 Although a close relative or trusted subordinate may replace the commander, it is unknown whether replacements provide the same leadership traits that “the strength of the unit appears to derive principally from.”48 This focus on the small-unit leader “appears to produce a culture of elevated self-sacrifice on the part of fighters,”49 as “the lower levels will sacrifice their lives to save their leadership.”50 The degree of autonomy granted to these units varies according to the trust in local commanders by higher authorities, and the ability of these higher leaders to communicate with the local units.

The Taliban divide their area of operations into four regional commands, and each command possesses “a great deal of autonomy in planning and implementation.”51 Command autonomy has increased as
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improved ISAF intelligence has undermined the ability of insurgents to use modern communication devices without detection.\textsuperscript{52} Instead, communication is conducted through messengers and couriers. In the upper echelons of command, questions remain over the level of cooperation between commanders.

Taliban fighters in Marjah fell under the larger authority of Mullah Abdul Qayyum Zakir, the military commander of southern Afghanistan, though the precise layers of leadership between local fighters and Zakir is unclear.\textsuperscript{53} Zakir “was given charge of the military campaign in the south” in January 2009 following his release from an Afghan jail after detention in Guantanamo Bay.\textsuperscript{54} Zakir, a native of Helmand province, is suspected to run operations from Quetta, Pakistan. He is rumored to be a skilled commander with “evident military skills.”\textsuperscript{55} The former governor of the Kajaki district in Helmand, Abdul Razik, assessed Zakir as “smart” and “brutal.”\textsuperscript{56} Zakir reportedly visited the sub-commanders in central Helmand before Moshtarak II, a bold decision if the reports are accurate considering ISAF capabilities in air surveillance, communications intelligence, and the number of ground troops between Quetta and Marjah.\textsuperscript{57} Personal visits like those conducted by Zakir seem rare.

It is unclear what Zakir’s guidance to his sub-commanders may have been at the onset of Moshtarak II. Insurgents are rumored to regard Zakir as “a highly ideological fighter, in contrast to some Taliban who may have fought for material gain.”\textsuperscript{58} Yet Zakir can also be pragmatic.\textsuperscript{59} He reportedly helped with a book of rules to limit civilian casualties, has mediated between disputes, and “headed a committee that received complaints about abusive local commanders and removed them if necessary.”\textsuperscript{60} This pragmatism challenges assumptions of Zakir as a purely ideological fighter that pursues unchanging ends without concern for their costs. Yet whether motivated by unchanging ideals or pragmatic goals, Zakir pursues his objectives with renowned aggressiveness.

Despite his pragmatism, Zakir often supports riskier strategies than previous Taliban’s leadership’s “minimum-risk policy of using small-unit harassment actions to wear down and outlast the U.S. presence.”\textsuperscript{61} Instead, Zakir is known for an “enthusiasm for operating in the field and his aggressive style of combat”—an aggressiveness that could also lead to higher casualties and a resulting decrease in human
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capital among the Taliban. In late 2009, questions concerning campaign planning and execution between Zakir and his subordinates remained unresolved. Despite this uncertainty, ISAF and Afghan forces conducted a major operation against these insurgent forces in early 2010, assaulting Marjah in the initial application of COIN in Afghanistan.

Zakir is reportedly in charge of operations, while logistics are controlled by Mullah Akhtar Mohammad Mansoor. Rifts reportedly exist between military commander Zakir and logistician Mansoor as they have competed for power following the February 2010 arrest of Mullah Abdul Ghani Barader in Karachi, Pakistan. Tensions “[were] reportedly highest in central Helmand” as fighters with allegiance to both Zakir and Mansoor massed before Moshtarak II, forcing those loyal to Barader to choose which man they would support.

Initial Application: Moshtarak II and the Balance of Forces

Before ISAF and Afghan actors could change local authority and governance in Marjah, they had to fight to establish positions in Marjah from which to contest insurgents. During the initial stages of the operation in February 2010, many insurgents fought while some fled, and others hid among the local population. By March 2010, ISAF and Afghan military, civil, and political actors had established a foothold for convincing Marjah’s populace that they represented a legitimate authority over the insurgent alternative. This process began with shaping operations in preparation for a major assault.

Prior to attacking Marjah, unmanned aerial devices and U-2 spy planes conducted aerial surveillance and reconnaissance of proposed routes and helicopter landing areas, locating weapons caches and roadside bombs. Special Forces first conducted raids in early February 2010, followed by U.S., Canadian, and Afghan forces establishing control northeast of Marjah to prevent the area from being used as a potential insurgent exit and to protect lines of communication with nearby bases. Forces then assaulted the town, with “over 3,000 Marines, 4,400 Afghan troops, nearly a thousand British and hundreds of U.S. Army
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The main assault force was comprised of soldiers from the Afghan National Army coupled with two battalions of U.S. Marines, the 3rd and 1st battalions from the 6th Marine Regiment.  

The main assault force, three companies attached with Afghan troops at the squad level, were inserted by helicopter into key areas of Marjah during the night of February 13, 2010, and the forces began to secure key transit routes and targets in the insurgent strongholds of the Loy Chareh and Koru Chareh bazaars. The main assault force, three companies attached with Afghan troops at the squad level, were inserted by helicopter into key areas of Marjah during the night of February 13, 2010, and the forces began to secure key transit routes and targets in the insurgent strongholds of the Loy Chareh and Koru Chareh bazaars. Troops then “attacked from the center out, aiming to link up with two battalions moving in from the northwest and the east.” Marine units fighting in the town seized intersections and buildings, and established outposts as they moved. Additionally, a Special Operations task force was paired with a 400-man Afghan battalion to advise and conduct joint patrols in the southern third of Marjah. Overall, fighting was intense but with straightforward objectives: search buildings, demine roads, and destroy bunkers. As insurgent fighters retreated from Marjah, they planted “innumerable IEDs – in fields, on roads, even plastered into the walls of homes.”  

After the main assault, ISAF and Afghan forces consolidated pockets of control in Marjah. Troops continued to establish positions and assert influence over key roads and areas, and established patrol bases for spreading protective bubbles of security. During late February 2010, attacks by insurgents were limited to attritional tactics against resupply convoys moving in and out of Marjah and counterinsurgent forces used this space to establish bases and smaller combat outposts within the area. As troops attempted to force a separation between insurgents and the local populace, government actors were ushered in to provide new authority and basic services.  

But in late February 2010, large sections of Marjah’s populace remained unconvinced that the new ISAF and Afghan actors had the means, ability, and will to defeat insurgent forces and deliver a trusted alternative to Taliban governance. Abdul Zahir Aryan—known as Haji Zahir—was appointed to be the commander of the 2nd Marine Expeditionary Brigade (2 MEB), commanded by Brigadier General Larry Nicholson. Wesley Morgan, “Coalition Combat Forces in Afghanistan: Afghanistan Order of Battle,” Institute for the Study of War, March 2010.
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district governor of Marjah, and he entered the area on February 23, 2010. But Zahir and other local officials faced challenging governance tasks. Not only was it required that governance efforts convinced people that the new regime and political structure delivered a legitimate authority in Marjah; policies also needed to be coordinated among ISAF and other Afghan organizations.

The issue of ISAF and Afghan security force commitment was especially tricky. Some in Marjah feared long-term American occupation and imposition of foreign values. Many others did not trust ISAF and Afghan forces after past commitments were ineffective at establishing security and preventing the Taliban’s return. Others feared a return to the exploitative government behavior that led to the Taliban’s rise. In early March 2010, this concern was voiced by NATO Senior Civilian Representative in Afghanistan, Mark Sedwill: “People are deeply suspicious of the police going in because they have had such a bad experience [with] the police before.” Police in the past were "abusing their power, they were brutal, [and] there are allegations of murder, certainly beatings and intimidation, predatory when it came to corruption.”

The next stages of battle would see ISAF and Afghan forces competing to gain the acceptance of this populace as the legitimate authority over Marjah by providing security, order, and basic governance. Enemy forces responded with efforts to thwart counterinsurgent goals by promoting disorder and discontent.

March 2010 Balance of Forces

Approximately 2,000 U.S. Marines, 1,000 Afghan National Army soldiers, and 900 Afghan police were operating in Marjah by March 1, 2010. 3rd Battalion of the 6th Marine Regiment was positioned in north Marjah, creating company command posts, forward operating bases, and smaller outposts for patrolling. A command outpost was established at the five-way intersection northeast of Marjah as they continued to secure Route 608, the vital dirt highway running east. 1st Battalion of the 6th Marine Regiment created a battalion headquarters in the district center near Loy Chareh bazaar in south-central Marjah, and built outposts similar to those of 3/6 Marines for operating inside the main body of the town and “to live
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among the local nationals.”

Counterinsurgent forces in Marjah significantly outnumbered the estimated number of enemies in the area. ISAF leaders estimated that between two and three-hundred insurgent fighters remained in the Marjah area. Approximately four hundred insurgents were estimated to be in the area before Moshtarak II. This reduction of one hundred fighters is consistent with reports of enemy casualties during the assault. This estimated number of insurgents has remained relatively consistent through July 2010, despite reports and fears of possible infiltration by outsiders.

**Clearing Operations in Marjah**

In Marjah, an ISAF and Afghan coalition combined military and political means to challenge an insurgency. Their objective was to provide security and order so that new local governance could be considered the legitimate local authority rather than the insurgents.

In early March 2010, ISAF and Afghan forces in Marjah used several tactics to undermine insurgents’ capabilities and support. They aimed to improve security with joint patrols to gather intelligence, to create and maintain order, and to foster positive perceptions. Additionally, targeted searches and raids were used to remove insurgents and their resources. Insurgents responded by violently challenging the new government authority and security forces in Marjah. Enemy fighters applied three fundamental tactics with varying effectiveness. Direct attacks on ISAF and Afghan forces by small groups of fighters slowed and harassed patrols, while IEDs restricted the movement of political, civil, military, and local actors within Marjah. Yet neither of these were the most effective insurgent methods.

The most effective insurgent tactic was targeted intimidation of the local populace. Targeted intimidation coerced and deterred people from cooperating with ISAF or government personnel, and prevented the acceptance of new government leaders as representing legitimate authority. To reduce insurgent movement and influence, Afghan police and local forces were incorporated to consolidate gains by maintaining pockets of security while other regions were addressed. Parallel with these security measures, government and civil affairs programs were initiated and pursued.

**Improvised Explosive Devices**

Improvised explosive devices posed the greatest threat of immediate physical harm in Marjah due to the high frequency of their use; however, the overall utility of IEDs decreased from March to July 2010 due to two factors. First, insurgent IED resources were eroded by ISAF and Afghan forces through raids, searches, and patrols. Second, insurgents appear to have acknowledged that IEDs are a costly tool that can only supplement their other methods for achieving their objectives, and do not deliver the same utility of force as other tactics. Direct fire attacks on patrols and, most importantly, targeted intimidation of the local populace have been more effective due to their purposeful, targeted application of force specifically tailored to achieve desired goals. The combination of higher costs for using IEDs and their lower relative
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utility in relation to other methods of insurgent violence have reduced the overall influence of IEDs in Marjah.

Insurgents implemented limited changes in the nature of individual explosive devices and their specific uses. The overall method of IED application displayed reduced initiative, limited capabilities, and a reactionary nature that has declined in tactical utility during the time period under consideration. Insurgents will not defeat ISAF and Afghan counterinsurgents in Marjah with an IED campaign—and the insurgents appear to fully comprehend this tactical reality. The result has been IED use in a general and gradual harassment of Afghan and ISAF forces.

IEDs restricted access to the physical terrain of Marjah and the social terrain of its people. By planting large numbers of explosives, insurgents limited movement, physically impeding forces and local government actors from reaching civilians. Local activity has also been hampered due to the danger of buried explosives. The counterinsurgents’ goals of delivering order and creating governance now included the need to physically separate the people from locations with explosives as well as psychologically separate them from the threat of danger.

Initial movements in Marjah were “hampered by thousands of buried explosives” and freedom of movement remained limited in April. IEDs presented “the greatest threat” to ISAF units and addressing this threat consumed the majority of their time. Hidden along roads and irrigation canals, most IEDs were relatively unsophisticated and used in a consistent manner. In Marjah, the use of IEDs was rarely combined with other explosives or additional methods of attack.

Insurgents observed operational patterns of counterinsurgent forces and placed IEDs in locations that troops recently visited. As U.S. forces conducted more dismounted patrols to reduce the IED threat, these foot patrols were increasingly targeted near places that dismounted troops were likely to walk. Larger devices decreased in overall frequency, as smaller explosives were more frequently used. These

---


95 Although some reports have claimed IEDs are used in combination with other methods of attack, much more frequently the explosives are used as an independent weapon. For one of the few claims of IED attacks in combination with other methods, see Vogt, “Taliban Adjust, Wage Bomb Attacks in Afghan Town.”
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changes, however, represent minor tweaks in the application of IEDs and were not a fundamental change in their use or purpose.  

**Targeted Searches and Raids**

Targeted searches and raids aim to kill or capture enemy fighters and facilitators, seize resources, and convince insurgents that it is too costly to continue fighting in hopes of encouraging a political resolution. These actions do not address underlying causes of violence; they target a product of the insurgent struggle. Disrupting networks and removing resources are not expected to defeat the insurgency in Marjah. Targeted searches and raids are designed to supplement other counterinsurgent methods, and are insufficient to achieving desired political ends solely by the success of individual missions.

Raids and searches conducted along the rural outskirts of Marjah attacked suspected insurgent facilitators and suppliers. Since late February 2010, combined teams of ISAF, Afghan military, and special police frequently conducted operations targeting suspected IED resources and collaborators. During these operations, compounds were surrounded, inhabitants were called to come out, and a search or raid was conducted depending on insurgent complicity with the request. Sometimes targeted people surrendered. If there was no reply, Afghan special police often led a combined force into the buildings. Firefights sometimes broke out, while on other occasions people surrendered without resistance. The primary goals were removal of human capital of attack facilitators, while secondary objectives were seizing of physical resources like weapons, IED materials, or drugs.

While targeted raids and searches were generally military operations outside of Marjah, inside the city, many have been conducted as police actions under a framework of domestic law. Drug Enforcement

---

98 Reports of attempted increasing IED sophistication have presented the changes as unremarkable. Wiring apparently arranged to deceive has been obvious, while other IED locations have been indicated by visible markers. Overall configurations of explosives do not synergistically combine the effects of multiple IEDs. U.S. Fed News, “Jump Platoon: Taking Knocks for Colonel,” March 17, 2010; U.S. Fed News, “Taliban Flees Marjah, Threat Remains for Marines,” March 2, 2010; Vogt, “Taliban Adjust, Wage Bomb Attacks in Afghan Town.”


Agency special agents have combined with ISAF military forces and the Afghan narcotics police to build criminal cases in Marjah.\textsuperscript{107} While some forces concentrate on illegal drugs, others are more concerned with weapons and resources.\textsuperscript{108} Collaborators may be considered confidential informants, and surveillance has been used to “secure evidence to arrest and indict” alleged narco-terrorists.\textsuperscript{109} Overlapping military and police missions reflects the regular combination of government and military methods in counterinsurgent tactics.

Crosscutting uses of surveillance and intelligence between military and civil authorities assisted military commanders by gathering information on IED locations, local insurgent leaders, and areas of insurgent operations. Still, many insurgent areas of operations were undetected. Some were only discovered by accident, as when several bomb-makers were killed in an apparent mistake.\textsuperscript{110} Isolating insurgents from their areas of operations, and removing their ability to function through the active or tacit support of Marjah’s populace requires intense patrolling by counterinsurgent security forces, a tactic applied since late February 2010.

\textit{Patrolling to Gather Intelligence and Persuade Citizens to Trust New Authority}

Joint ISAF and Afghan patrols aimed to implement population security COIN by immediately responding to violence, fostering perceptions of safety, and gathering intelligence about insurgent forces and operations. Initially, security improvements lagged during Moshtarak II. In March and early April 2010, residents remained “hemmed in by insurgents and their homemade bombs,” with limited freedom of movement and frequent injuries.\textsuperscript{111}

While attacks were conducted by insurgents, the liability for preventing attacks rested with the counterinsurgents whose aim was to provide security and order. Persuading Marjah’s populace to view the new governing authority as legitimate required providing security. ISAF and Afghan forces had the responsibility to deny insurgents freedom of movement and to impose and maintain security. In Marjah, freely-moving insurgents could access the population and evade security forces—a vital capability for undermining counterinsurgent methods and goals. In response, ISAF and Afghan units cordoned off areas and patrolled within them.

Despite the larger objective of fostering safety and gathering intelligence, and the increased number of troops on the ground, Coalition forces in Marjah were still stretched thin. Counterinsurgents with limited resources in Marjah had to find a compromise between establishing pockets of protection, conducting expeditionary patrols, and preventing insurgents from entering the area. Marine units began by establishing checkpoints near or on the bridges accessing Marjah over its surrounding canals.\textsuperscript{112} Later, U.S. Marines negotiated to destroy bridges crossing the canals along the western edge of Marjah that

\textsuperscript{108} While Afghan forces seized their primary target of one man and six others, along with over five thousand pounds of illegal drugs, other forces focused on the five hundred pounds of homemade explosives seized. U.S. Fed News, “Drug Enforcement Administration.”
\textsuperscript{110} Three bomb-makers were killed inside their house by an apparent explosive mishap. Zainullah Stanakzai, “Taliban Commander, 2 Fighters Die In Bomb Blast,” Pajhwok Afghan News, April 8, 2010.
provided easy movement into the nearby desert.\textsuperscript{113} Local villagers now had to pass through additional security checkpoints. Operating these checkpoints also used limited security force resources.

Consolidating security gains required troops and resources, and counterinsurgent forces responded to this limitation by patrolling in smaller units at a higher frequency.\textsuperscript{114} Securing the six-miles of roadway east of Marjah to a critical intersection\textsuperscript{115} used multiple observation posts and constant searches.\textsuperscript{116} Platoons took turns operating out of each outpost and conducted multiple patrols in various formations.\textsuperscript{117} In southern Marjah, U.S. Special Forces patrolled for several weeks as they attempted to gather intelligence and develop situational awareness by talking frequently with the local population.\textsuperscript{118} In some units, platoons increased the number of daily patrols by using groups of four to six men reinforced with Afghan forces.\textsuperscript{119} Small groups would maintain security in immediate areas, while slightly larger additional patrols pushed further outward at less frequent intervals.\textsuperscript{120} By early May 2010, Afghan soldiers and police officers supervised by ISAF searched vehicles driving on the bridges leading into Marjah, freeing some ISAF troops to perform other duties.\textsuperscript{121} Part of the balance between applying resources to maintain security in certain areas or pursue its implementation in others entails knowing where forces cannot or should not be used. Some areas were simply ceded to local control.\textsuperscript{122} Yet overall, patrolling began to deliver intelligence.

Local intelligence is required to identify and locate insurgent fighters and resources, and to isolate insurgents from the active and tacit support of Marjah’s populace. Local intelligence is deeply intertwined in a positive feedback loop with security and order: greater information produces opportunities to weaken...
the insurgency, and if people feel safe they will voluntarily deliver more accurate information than if fearing violent repercussions. Voluntarily reported intelligence is both an invaluable resource and an indicator of progress. From March 2010 through June 2010, examples of cooperation in intelligence gathering existed between counterinsurgents and Marjah’s locals, but there were also many challenges in generating volunteer tips.

Initially, people in Marjah were highly reluctant to cooperate with ISAF or Afghan forces by identifying insurgent fighters, collaborators, resources, or supply routes. Large portions of the population appeared unconvinced that they should cooperate with the new authority when the repercussions and punishments from the insurgents could be deadly. One Marine assessed that people in Marjah were reluctant to cooperate since “they [were] scared to death.” Local residents would deny witnessing insurgent acts, including overt direct fire ambushes that resulted in sustained firefight over several hours. Even if a firefight occurred immediately outside of a home or had fighters run through it, people would often deny seeing any insurgents in the area. Others would insist that all fighters had already left the area weeks before, and refused to identify insurgent locations. Yet, there were some signs of progress.

Although reluctant to cooperate after an incident occurred, civilians would gesture during firefight to indicate the location of insurgents firing on ISAF and Afghan forces. The immediacy of counterinsurgent responses may have been a key element in determining whether people cooperated. In Marjah, the time between delivering information and an expected counterinsurgent response can be extremely dangerous. Most insurgent fighters attack and then “put down their weapons and sit down with ordinary people.” Without immediate counterinsurgent presence or a quick response, locals feared unfair retribution for speaking out, since the insurgency was so intertwined and insurgents were familiar to the local populace. One response to this problem of discreetly communicating intelligence to counterinsurgent forces when they are not nearby was to introduce new mediums for information delivery.

Cell phone towers were built in early March 2010 and a confidential tip hotline was established, but problems existed with its function, utility, and acceptance among the population. The service initially did not function during evenings since insurgents bribed and coerced the operators to shut off the network. Some incoming calls eventually occurred, but problems remained.

It should not be surprising that people were reluctant to cooperate, afraid of trusting the government despite their hate for the Taliban. Nonetheless, some of the population opened up to the idea as COIN

---
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operations continued. Although officials asserted that ISAF and Afghan forces were “not getting enough tips from the villagers or spending enough time with local leaders,” as early as late March 2010 some residents began “cautiously providing more information.” An increasing number of residents agreed to accept U.S.-issued identification cards that require fingerprinting, photographs, and retinal scans. The number of tips to ISAF forces increased through April 2010, and transit routes became more secure. ISAF next attempted to increase intelligence by engaging with groups that were previously inaccessible.

In May 2010, Female Engagement Teams of two or three women U.S. Marines began accompanying foot patrols in Marjah. Since women in Afghanistan are largely inaccessible to male outsiders, these small teams were designed to incrementally gain the confidence and cooperation of local women. Collaboration occurred directly with information or indirectly through the women’s ability to influence others. Yet, Female Engagement Teams were small, with just forty women spread across sixteen outposts in Helmand province.

**Insurgent Direct Fire Engagements**

After Moshtarak II, insurgents increasingly engaged counterinsurgent forces with small arms direct fire. The enemy’s objective was not to overrun the position of ISAF or Afghan forces, but to harass units and cause casualties. As counterinsurgent troops increasingly patrolled on foot instead of in vehicles, they became more vulnerable to small arms fire, and insurgents exploited this change in operational pattern. Most insurgent fighters were very familiar with the terrain—both geographically and demographically. They were able to move in small groups on foot or motorbike, firing several shots before retreating into familiar territory. Teams of three or four men “commonly fire[d] from different positions at the same time” during ambushes.

Direct fire attacks continued in and around Marjah since early March 2010, with a high frequency along the edges of town. Small groups of insurgent fighters used small arms fire to harass counterinsurgent troops, but retreated after the firefights. Patrols were attacked by small arms from fighting positions and bunkers, with insurgents firing and quickly moving to another area. ISAF patrols that had stopped at

---
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buildings or at command operating bases were attacked with short, intense barrages by fighters that
disappear into the local population. Some insurgent sharpshooters fired on patrols from several hundred
yards across open terrain to limit their movement and ability to move toward their attackers. But
overall, insurgent attacks displayed limited-capabilities. Insurgent fighters were not aiming to capture
the physical terrain controlled by counterinsurgents or to kill a large number of forces.

Fighting revealed unimpressive marksmanship by insurgent attackers, due in large part low quality
weaponry and poor maintenance, old ammunition of poor quality, and limited technical skills required for
accurate shooting. While the commonly-used AK-47 is easy to operate and useful in harsh conditions
with limited maintenance, the weapon has limited range and accuracy inherent to its design. Insurgent
ammunition in Marjah displayed a mix of manufacturers and quality. Some ammunition found in
northern Marjah was old, in poor condition, and stored in ways that did not maintain its effectiveness.

Insurgent forces adapted in several ways. When given time to prepare, insurgent attackers introduced
entrenched fighting positions in advantageous terrain against joint ISAF/Afghan patrols. Insurgents
created fighting holes in the ridgelines overlooking Marjah, with clear fields of fire for attacking forces
patrolling below and easy access to escape into the surrounding desert. Additionally, insurgents altered
the number of attackers and the physical distance for engaging their enemy. By early May 2010, several
U.S. Marine units had spread their squad formation to limit injury in a potential IED blast, while other
platoons split their squads into smaller reinforced fire teams and increased the number of daily patrols.
In response, insurgents organized single attackers firing at short distances instead of small teams firing

Afghanistan Order of Battle, Institute for the Study of War (April 2010), available at
http://www.understandingwar.org/. Summary of events from the tactical action on May 10 relies on U.S. Fed News,
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from afar. Once fighting began, ISAF forces repeatedly used their superior fire and maneuver to improve positions and close-in on their enemy.

**Targeted Intimidation and Violence to Coerce and Deter**

The most effective tactic of insurgent forces has been a targeted campaign of intimidation to deter local citizens from cooperating with ISAF or Afghan actors, and to coerce collaborators into changing their behavior. Two weeks after the conclusion of the initial assault phase, insurgents began intimidating members of the Marjah populace with violence and the threat of violence. The result has been widespread fear and hesitation to cooperate with ISAF, Afghan forces, or the new local government.

Victims are not randomly chosen, nor have there been widespread attacks on the general populace. Rather, intimidation has been efficiently applied for general and specific deterrence. Broadly, these acts serve to deter the larger population from collaborating with ISAF or elements of the new local government. Specifically, cooperating individuals have been attacked to halt their individual collaboration and to coerce them to act differently in the future. This intimidation campaign displays degrees of insurgent capability and credibility: the capability to hurt people or deny people from attaining desired objectives, as well as a credibility that they will indeed act on their threat of retaliation.

Two key strengths of insurgent intimidation tactics are their limited requirements for effectiveness and the ease of communicating their intent. It does not appear that enemy forces in Marjah need to provide a viable alternative to local governance to persuade the local population not to cooperate with counterinsurgent forces or local leaders. They must only convey that future punishments will occur if locals choose to collaborate. All they must do is prevent the majority of Marjah’s populace from accepting the new local government, largely by displaying how counterinsurgents cannot maintain order or security.

Additionally, the desire for non-collaboration is easy to convey. Locals know that to avoid reprisals, they must avoid cooperation. Additionally, they are aware of what punishments are enacted for actual or suspected collaboration. Counterinsurgent forces have a more difficult task in assuring locals that they will be protected from retributive violence. Part of this challenge arises from the efficient and effective use of insurgent intimidation in Marjah, as displayed in multiple incidents between March and July 2010.

Select acts of violence and intimidation undermined counterinsurgent authority and legitimacy. By early March 2010, insurgents used targeted, efficient applications of violence and threats to intimidate and harass members of the population. Two weeks after major kinetic operations concluded, insurgents were alleged to be “menacing, beating and even beheading local residents who cooperate with the emerging Afghan government.” Others claimed that “the Taliban have begun to fight back, launching a campaign of assassination and intimidation to frighten people from supporting the U.S. and its Afghan allies.” Yet contrary to the presentation of violence and threats as constantly constant occurrence within a state of chaos, these acts were not randomly applied or conducted in a continuous barrage of violence.

---

Insurgents pointedly used lethal violence against select targets to publicly indicate punishments for collaboration with Afghan or ISAF personnel. A twenty-five-year old resident was taken from his home and beheaded in mid-March, and his dead body was placed next to “the main local school, where residents would be certain to see it in the morning.” In northern Marjah, a senior elder was shot and most of the 200 people in his district fled. A tribal leader was killed along with his nephew and three others, and the body of a young man was left on his father’s doorstep after being abducted from home and beaten to death. One young man accused of collaboration was killed “in broad daylight.” Nonetheless, lethal force was applied with far less frequency than other forms of intimidation.

Use of non-lethal force significantly increased insurgent influence in Marjah, and some locals claimed that the intimidation worsened after February 2010. A local supervisor for several work programs was beaten and stopped working with ISAF. Others were attacked after receiving compensation for work performed with local government programs. Many were contacted and threatened by “night letters” warning against collaboration, which were posted in public areas such as mosques and utility poles. Locals caught with ISAF-issued identification cards were also threatened, as were workers employed by the new government to clear canals in the area. Shopkeepers were threatened with injury or damage to their property. Others were kidnapped and threatened with death if they “spied for the Americans.” Overall, the goal of the campaign was not to threaten violence but to persuade locals into believing that ISAF and the new Afghan government would be incapable of delivering security and order.

The utility of insurgent intimidation was increased by their capability to move freely inside of Marjah. This ability ensured that almost anyone could be located—and that the population knew it. Thus, all were affected either directly by violence and threats or indirectly by the potential use of violence. In early March 2010, “militants had complete freedom of movement after dark” in some areas.
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importantly, local citizens “believed that was true in many other parts of the city as well.” The most important element of this claim was not simply its factual reality, but in its popular perception.

When competing for people’s trust it matters less that militants can move freely but more that people believe they can. For example, in early March, a tribal elder from northern Marjah shared rumors of killing and intimidation: “Every day we are hearing that they kill people, and we are finding their dead bodies.” Another tribal elder declared: “after dark the city is like the kingdom of the Taliban” and that “the government and international forces cannot defend anyone, even one kilometer from their bases.”

Even the governor of Marjah alleged that insurgents were holding near-nightly meetings which included the gathering of residents and demands that information on any possible local collaborators be provided. These meetings appeared to be held even in densely populated areas of the city.

Insurgents capably displayed their ability to carry out violence against collaborators, but did not perform acts of violence and intimidation in order to inspire a blowback of popular revolt against the counterinsurgents. In most cases, the threat of violence was enough to compel compliance with insurgent demands and avoid collaboration with ISAF and Afghan forces. Overall, it was reported that “all told, there have been about a dozen cases of retaliatory killings of civilians,” while there were “many more incidents of people being assaulted or receiving threatening letters.”

The threat of force was more effective and efficient than the use of force, and directly challenged a fundamental weakness of counterinsurgents—the high costs of delivering security and order versus the relative ease and low cost of disrupting it. The ability of insurgents to directly threaten and indirectly intimidate people in Marjah indicated a lack of order and stability in many places since late February, the precise objective of this tactic. Counterinsurgents responded by introducing new police forces in Marjah.

Afghan Police and Local Defense Forces

Afghan police had not operated in Marjah since their September 2008 expulsion by insurgent fighters. When they were previously in the area, police conduct alienated the local populace. Poor past performance in Marjah fueled skepticism and distrust of police capabilities, credibility, and commitment in early 2010—elements vital for counterinsurgent success.

---
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Capable and legitimate Afghan police are necessary to convince the Marjah populace that its own government can provide security, and to backfill ISAF troops to expand their pockets of influence. Afghan police forces have not yet fulfilled this goal. Failures in policing Marjah resulted from a lack of capabilities in Afghan police and unrealistic expectations by ISAF. In response, local forces are being sanctioned to provide community defense.

Afghan National Civil Order Police (ANCOP) and Afghan Uniformed Police (AUP) are designed to fulfill different roles and missions than their ISAF and Afghan National Army (ANA) partners. These police units are not designed to conduct military-style operations. In Marjah, the ANA was the lead Afghan security force to conduct tactical operations, partnered with ISAF troops. Neither ANCOP nor the AUP is a paramilitary police force—they do not impose order. ANCOP and AUP enforce order after it has been established. Across Afghanistan, ANCOP serves as a temporary replacement for local police as they undergo off-site training. In high threat areas—like Marjah—ANCOP is assigned as the primary police force responsible for enforcing order after it has been established. By late February 2010 in Marjah, more than 300 ANCOP were tasked with replacing ISAF and ANA forces that were attempting to impose and expand security by destroying, capturing, or forcing the withdrawal of insurgent forces. Yet even as the ANCOP force increased to approximately 600 members, it struggled to perform expected duties.

Afghan police in Marjah did not perform the mission desired by ISAF planners. The failures in Marjah lay in both the operational application of police and their performance. ANCOP were used before security had been established, forcing them to perform paramilitary operations they were not designed or prepared to execute. This role “exceeded the capability of this force” since the early utilization of ANCOP forced them to “perform functions for which they were not trained, equipped, or prepared to do.” Yet even if used in their appropriate mission with greater resources, one may conclude that ANCOP personnel would still have faltered based on several shortcomings displayed in Marjah.


One ANA battalion operated independently during early February, but the rest of ANA forces in Marjah were partnered with ISAF and “remained in a supporting role.” Anthony Cordesman, Afghan National Security Forces: What Will It Take to Implement the ISAF Strategy (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, July 12, 2010), p. 163.

Although ANCOP is certainly a more elite force than the AUP. ANCOP has higher recruiting standards and better training than other forces in the ANP. For example, applicants must be literate, they attend longer and specialized training, start at a higher rank, and receive a higher salary. See C.J. Chivers, “Top Afghan Police Unit Earns Poor Grade For Mission In Marjah,” The New York Times, June 2, 2010; Cordesman, Afghan National Security Forces.

For comparison of paramilitary police that impose order and local police that enforce order, see James M. Dubik, Accelerating Combat Power in Afghanistan (Washington, DC: Institute for the Study of War, December 2009).


ANCOP struggled to manage security and conduct basic intelligence functions. In theory, “few military units can match a good police unit in developing an accurate human intelligence picture of their [area of operations].” One challenge was language. Many ANCOP did not speak Pashto, the dominant language of Marjah and the rest of southern Afghanistan. This hindered their ability to develop situational awareness, intelligence, and ties with the local population.

More broadly, ANCOP duties were undermined by a lack of sufficiently trained and equipped police who were “confident and capable enough to do what is expected of them relative to the enemy they face and the conditions in which they must succeed.” Several groups of ANCOP reportedly established checkpoints “designed to do little more than shake down Afghans,” and others were taken out of duty for drug use. Differing interpretations of ANCOP tasks also undermined their relations with ISAF, as some members did not adhere to the same standards of diligence and commitment as on guard duties or patrols. Some units were accused of looting. By May 2010, some ANCOP were still establishing false checkpoints, and many were sent for remedial training. This need for additional training may also reflect a larger challenge produced by the method in which ANCOP was deployed. Initially, ISAF policy was to deploy first and then train on-the-job, with only about fifty percent receiving formal training by June 2010. This model has been adjusted to a process of training before deployment, but it remains unclear how the method will affect Marjah. Other problems existed with the Afghan Uniform Police.

Local Afghan Uniformed Police were recruited and trained for use in Marjah throughout the spring of 2010, but progress was slow. By late July 2010, there were only 185 AUP in Marjah. In March 2010, Marines at Camp Leatherneck began conducting eight-week training programs for new AUP, a pilot program of accelerated police instruction with additional military training. The Joint Security Academy graduated fifty in the first class and eighty-four in the second, aiming to create groups of instructors from the local area to quickly expand security forces. But recruitment in Marjah remained slow—only eleven people volunteered for the first official recruitment, sixty-nine short of the desired number. Several members of the area voiced reservations about joining the organization, telling U.S. Marines that “they were too scared or too intimidated by the Taliban to risk allying themselves with foreign forces.” Others may have been deterred by the prerequisites for entering the force: being at least eighteen years old, presenting signatures of endorsement from two local elders, and not being registered in the local
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ISAF database for insurgent ties. After two months of training, these men “will be the beginnings of Marjah's first local police force.”

On July 14, 2010, President Karzai approved a U.S.-supported plan for creating local defense forces comprising of possibly 10,000 community police officers across Afghanistan. These defense forces operate outside of the authority of either ANCOP or AUP. Initially focused on village defense, members will “carry weapons and be authorized to guard their communities,” and trained by U.S. Special Forces. This policy will supplement steps already taken in Marjah during May and June 2010, when a Special Operations detachment worked with tribal leaders “to organize young men into armed neighborhood-watch patrols.” A similar effort was established between U.S. Marines from Command Outpost Turbett and village elder Hajji Bazgool, near the Koru Chareh bazaar in north-central Marjah. By late June 2010, ISAF troops in Daftani village of Marjah had “essentially allowed local residents to form an armed neighborhood watch.” Fifty-nine men each receive a monthly wage of ninety dollars to patrol the small area’s streets and trails with AK-47s, under the loose guidance of a small group of Marines living nearby. The area appears secure—the market nearby, Koru Chareh, “has not had a major incident, not even a shot fired, in four months.” But using this program as an example or metric for others may be premature, as it was one of the few areas receiving sustained, concentrated resources, effort, and attention by ISAF. This high level of counterinsurgent strength may not be applied to the same degree and commitment in other places.

Counterinsurgent Governance

Competing for acceptance as the legitimate political authority in Marjah requires more than providing security operations; the counterinsurgents must also govern. Naturally, convincing the population to support new leaders and policies requires political operations to work in tandem with security operations. Counterinsurgency doctrine states that military actions “cannot by themselves achieve the political settlement needed to resolve the situation.” Political actions must address the underlying structural grievances that produce insurgent violence. To be successful, this requires a detailed understanding of what elements are actually driving the conflict. In Marjah, ISAF and Afghan actions pursued dual goals: to understand the environment and to implement policies to redress local grievances that gave legitimacy to insurgent claims of government shortcomings.

The basic elements for good governance were often pursued simultaneously, either through parallel policies or by tasks that addressed several elements concurrently. An early policy offered five dollars a day for clearing roads and irrigation canals—a policy that addressed unemployment, assisted with basic sanitation, and exercised administrative direction and control. Although many desires were made clear
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by the people of Marjah—notably for schools, paved roads, and improved irrigation—creating schools and paving roads are not quick-impact projects. They take time. Although several schools were eventually reopened, ISAF and their Afghan partners instead focused on implementing smaller projects to deliver limited results immediately. Ideally, these small projects sought to address multiple deficiencies in governance. An initial policy was to compensate members of the Marjah populace that suffered during the February assault.

Residents met with ISAF and Afghan officials to voice complaints about relatives killed and damages from the operation, and many received conciliatory cash payments over the next several months. By March 1, 2010, ISAF was paying for damages and holding meetings to discuss development plans, as well as starting “quick impact projects” to show immediate, tangible improvements. Marines near Koru market delivered money to pay recovering merchants and hire workers to clean the area, clear irrigation canals, build wells, bridges, and restore mosques.

Compensation payments were supplemented by smaller projects for economic development and to build services, experiencing both successes and setbacks. In early April 2010 approximately 2,000 men had been employed by 1/6 Marines, delivering $150,000 a week in central Marjah. By June 2010, civil affairs officers were dispensing $125,000 a week on public works projects and five- to ten-thousand dollars a week in “battle damage” claims. Cash payments were then made to store owners intended to facilitate reopening of stores, but success was limited due to insurgent intimidation. Claims were supposed to be verified by ISAF and then given payments at the district center, but problems arose over the verification and dispersion of the funds. By June 2010, USAID had funding to hire 10,000 Marjah residents to clean irrigation canals. Yet, the project was undermined by a lack of equipment and security.

ISAF delivered “tens of thousands of dollars to store owners, canal cleaners, litter patrols and families that lost relatives.” Distribution was tied with methods for additional cooperation. The same people delivering money and services were also issued identification cards, which people increasingly began accepting during late spring. Yet many items more publicly visible than ID cards were avoided—like the water pumps for use in local neighborhoods. Of the 1,000 water pumps offered, only eighty-six were
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taken by early May, and the plan to distribute 4,000 was scaled down seventy-five percent as people voiced concerns over being targeted by insurgents.\textsuperscript{218}

Overall, counterinsurgent attempts to establish and maintain a legitimate political authority suffered from two broad challenges: policy implementation and underlying assumptions about time. Attention has been focused on the shortcomings of the first element—the difficulty in delivering governance and whether an insertion of political and civil leaders is an appropriate policy as opposed to trying to build upon local structures or relationships.\textsuperscript{219} But the expectations of a quick delivery may be the greater flaw. Unrealistic expectations concerning the time required to create effective and legitimate governance in Marjah contradicted the central tenet of counterinsurgency’s temporal dimension. Convincing people that they should trust a new local authority cannot occur by swift, dramatic military action alone. Skill and patience are required to build and develop effective methods for achieving intermediate objectives that contribute to strategic goals. Impatience has allowed insurgents to use time as a tactical weapon in Marjah, with potential strategic repercussions.

By March 1, 2010, counterinsurgents in Marjah were increasingly pressured to meet expectations of providing new local governance amid “initial exuberance over early success.”\textsuperscript{220} These gains fueled unrealistic expectations. The NATO Senior Civilian Representative in Afghanistan echoed this sentiment, stating “the sheer amount of attention created a sense of expectation that is hard to fulfill.”\textsuperscript{221} Early March 2010 was considered such a critical period for ISAF and their Afghan partners that they had to “quickly demonstrate what they [could] do for the population.”\textsuperscript{222} One limitation on the creation of a local legitimate government authority was “in part because no one who planned the operation realized how hard it would be to convince residents that they could trust representatives of an Afghan government that had sent them corrupt police and inept leaders before they turned to the Taliban.”\textsuperscript{223} The inability to deliver on improbable expectations increased attention on Marjah, as well as pressure to produce greater results in an even quicker time period.\textsuperscript{224} These campaign expectations caused friction with tactical methods. Yet time was not the only challenge in Marjah. There were also several problems with the application of counterinsurgent policies in the area.
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Building a new local authority required finding policies specifically and appropriately tailored to ou
govern insurgent challengers.225 A key difficulty was to reverse negative perceptions of state actions
formed by past experiences.226 Years of unfavorable interactions with state actors could not be erased
overnight. Convincing people that new authorities presented a legitimate political order and can govern
better than alternatives required time, effort, and skill. This effort began in Marjah while many among the
populace were angry that past promises remained unfulfilled, by small groups of people and limited
resources.227

In early March 2010, only six ISAF civilians were in Marjah implementing civil and political reforms, in
coordination with District Governor Haji Zahir and five ministerial representatives.228 ISAF and Afghan
authorities coordinated to have Zahir inserted in the role, and he was brought to Marjah after living in
Germany for 15 years.229 Reforms aimed to redress grievances among “a very skeptical population,” one
which Zahir had limited influence.230 President Hamid Karzai visited Marjah to hear elders’ complaints
and frustrations, with many indicating that they were “losing patience with the central government's
inability to provide services.”231 Throughout March there were “far too few honest civil servants and far
too few examples of Afghan government programs that actually deliver on their promises.”232 Not only
was there a lack of competent officials in Marjah, confusion existed over who were the desired people to
work with and to support.233 As a former diplomat discussed: “One of my Afghan friends always says,
'You want a shura, I can organize one for you in 24 hours’ … The problem is, do you have the right
people? … you might end up supporting one side in a local conflict—and not realizing that it's
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It was upon this framework that planners attempted to create new, effective district governance—something that remained a “work in progress.”

New civil policies in Marjah were channeled through the District Delivery Programme (DDP), a body for coordinating the national governance, reconstruction, and economic development plans of Afghan ministries at the district level once security has been established. The DDP was led by the Independent Directorate for Local Governance (IDLG) under the leadership of Helmand Governor Gulab Mangal and the Provincial Reconstruction Team. An IDLG field mission to southern Afghanistan found many shortcomings with the DDP, and many agreed with assessments that the concept for delivering new governance in Marjah was disappointing and required significant improvement to deliver on expectations. Many lessons learned reflected challenges in the process of creating new governance. Yet, the problem was not simply the DDP mechanism for delivering governance; good governance is not a template that can be placed upon an area. Deeper structural issues had to be addressed. There are fundamental challenges inherent in creating good governance through economic development, delivering essential services, and forming public administration.

New governance in Marjah had to be established and consolidated, the most long-term task of ISAF and Afghan counterinsurgents. Although several setbacks occurred, the long duration of time required to build good governance and convince people to accept new actors as a legitimate public authority relegates judgments of absolute success or failure as premature. Overall, establishing a new local government in Marjah proved "even more complex than [ISAF] thought." One problem was the new local leader. Although Haji Zahir possessed “a number of strengths that any politician would like to have,” many concluded that he lacked administrative and managerial abilities. Zahir was fired in July 2010, and replaced by Abdul Mutalab.
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Governance problems cannot simply be blamed on Zahir, as multiple elements of local governance suffered from insurgent setbacks and counterinsurgent shortcomings. Representatives of key Afghan ministries largely avoided Marjah, missing meetings and staying in different cities as late as June.\textsuperscript{243} While the Minister of Rural Development moved into Marjah, others largely remained in Lashkar Gah. Without civil leaders, effectively no civil servants could be recruited for basic administration. One prosecutor was available, but had almost no cases since people were too intimidated to register criminal complaints.\textsuperscript{244} Even if available, insecurity limited the reach of governance as it naturally lagged behind military and police operations.\textsuperscript{245} One response has been intermediary steps between security forces and formal governance through community meetings.

Elder meetings were developed in May and June. These bi-monthly elder meetings began in May, and by the third gathering roughly 200 men attended, compared with sixty the previous meeting.\textsuperscript{246} Ideally, these community leaders form a representative council linking the Marjah populace with official district governance. The meetings in June were only an interim step to indirectly link Afghan and ISAF authorities with people in Marjah, aimed to gradually increase representation and confidence.\textsuperscript{247}

### Notable Changes

There were three notable developments in the military command, the rotation of Marine units, and the political leadership in Marjah during the summer of 2010. First, ISAF regional commands were restructured on June 14, 2010, when Regional Command South (RC-S) was divided into Regional Command South and Regional Command Southwest (RC-SW).\textsuperscript{248} Helmand and Nimroz provinces were separated from RC-S and placed into RC-SW under the command of U.S. Marine Corps Major General Richard Mills, who leads more than 27,000 personnel.\textsuperscript{249} RC-S now includes only the provinces of Kandahar, Zabul, and Uruzgan, and the 30,000 ISAF members in this area fall under the command of Major General Nick Carter of Great Britain.\textsuperscript{250}

Second, new fighters have arrived in Marjah. In northern Marjah, 2\textsuperscript{nd} Battalion, 9\textsuperscript{th} Marine Regiment replaced 3/6 on August 9, 2010, and in central Marjah, 2/6 replaced 1/6.\textsuperscript{251} It is unclear if or how their tactics, techniques, and procedures will change from their predecessor units over the next seven months. Currently, ISAF forces have continued to patrol and conduct targeted searches and raids.\textsuperscript{252}

Additional reconnaissance Marines are now operating to the west and east of Marjah, but information on these movements are also limited.\textsuperscript{253} These Force Reconnaissance Marines are intended to supplement the
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two battalions currently in Marjah.\textsuperscript{254} First Reconnaissance Battalion is now operating to the west of Marjah in the Sistani desert and east in Trek Nawa, where insurgents are suspected to be coordinating attacks and using the area as a sanctuary.\textsuperscript{255} The 1,000-strong unit replaced the company-size reconnaissance detachment that had operated out of Camp Leatherneck and primarily conducted raids and support missions.\textsuperscript{256}

Third, as previously mentioned, Marjah district governor Haji Zahir was fired on July 14, 2010, and replaced by Abdul Mutalab.\textsuperscript{257} The implications of this change are still unfolding. A great deal is unknown about Mutalab, except that he has “served in provincial and district government positions in Helmand”\textsuperscript{258} and was an “Afghan Army lieutenant colonel.”\textsuperscript{259} It remains to be seen how this change helps or hinders the establishment of a legitimate government able to addresses local support of insurgents in Marjah.

\section*{Conclusions}

Marjah is no longer the hub of Taliban resources and operations that it was less than one year ago, and several signs indicate counterinsurgent gains. The Taliban commander in Marjah “openly acknowledged to his fellow insurgents that the Taliban are losing Marjah and that their chances of winning are poor.”\textsuperscript{260} Additionally, insurgent methods have continued to increase resentment among the local populace.\textsuperscript{261} Insurgents have been pushed from Marjah and into more remote areas, yet they do maintain the ability to project into Marjah. Moreover, much of the population remains unconvinced as to whom they should support.

Counterinsurgent operations in southern Afghanistan require skill and patience for tactical successes to contribute to operational and strategic goals. Expectations of a quick, decisive victory in Marjah are inaccurate. It should not be surprising that preliminary success has taken more than six months. The current challenge requires more than killing or capturing insurgents; it requires convincing the local populace that the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and its security forces are legitimate and worthy of their active support. It also requires a stable government capable of addressing security and cutting off aid and support to insurgents. These tasks will not be easy in a region with a history of fluctuating insecurity, an assortment of political leaders with varying loyalties, and many negative interactions with Afghan officials.

Marjah stands as one of the final obstacles for consolidating hard-fought security gains in central and southern Helmand province over the past several years. A consolidation of gains aims to deliver the population with freedom of movement along the southern and central Helmand valley, access to markets
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for commerce and trade, and to build entitlements and obligations in a mutually rewarding relationship with their government. Yet Helmand is only one province in southern Afghanistan, and operations in this area must be judged within the larger operational and strategic goals.

Ultimately, ISAF and Afghan strategic planners aim to create a zone of security stretching eastward from the Helmand River Valley to Kandahar and Zabul provinces, providing stability throughout the majority of the populated areas of southern Afghanistan. Delivering these campaign objectives and their strategic ends is designed to build upon an essential foundation of counterinsurgency operations similar to those in Marjah. Although ultimate success or failure for ISAF and Afghan forces in Afghanistan does not rely solely on Marjah, it is a vital node in the zone of security that counterinsurgents aim to establish in control in essential terrain in southern Afghanistan.
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